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ABSTRACT We report experimental vibrational spectra of thermalized carbon
disulfide dimer anions, (CS2)2-, measured at ion trap temperatures from 16 to 300 K.
Previous experiments showed evidence for several (CS2)2- isomers, whose relative
abundance depends on the source conditions. We used infrared (IR) photodissociation spectroscopy in the fingerprint region (550-1600 cm-1) of (CS2)2thermalized in a temperature-controllable ion trap, in combination with simulated
IR spectra derived from ab initio calculations, to identify the isomers present at
various ion trap temperatures. The IR photodissociation spectra show characteristic signatures for at least three different isomers. Anions formed in the source are
primarily trapped as high-energy ion-molecule complexes, in which the unpaired
electron is localized on a single CS2 moiety. Thermal heating supplies sufficient
energy to overcome the isomerization barriers and shifts the isomer population via
a weakly bound isomer, in which the electron is delocalized over the complete
complex, to lower-energy covalently bound structures.
SECTION Kinetics, Spectroscopy

showed formation of S2- and C2S2- fragments, consistent
with a covalently bound isomer which contains a four-membered ring with S-S and C-C covalent bonds.4,7 Recent anion
photoelectron spectra resolved a vibrational progression
characteristic of a cyclic structure involving a C2v isomer
(2B1 electronic state).9 A second covalently bound isomer,
with a 0.5 eV higher vertical detachment energy, has also been
observed3 and attributed9 to the 2B2 state of C2S4- with C2v
symmetry.8 Recently, Kobayashi et al. investigated the IRPD
spectra of (CS2)n- clusters (n = 3-10) in the region from 1100
to 2000 cm-1.5 The spectra showed features characteristic of a
CS2- ion core. The region below 1100 cm-1, probed in the
present experiments, is expected to reveal fundamental
modes of the covalently bound dimer anions.
Much uncertainty regarding the nature of the covalently
bound C2S4- structures comes from conflicting results of theoretical studies.4,8-12 MP2/6-31þG(d) calculations predict that
the 2B1 and 2B2 states (with C2v geometries) are nearly degenerate.12 With a larger 6-311þG* basis set, the C2v(2B2) isomer
converts to a higher-symmetry D2h (2B3g) structure that lies
0.3 eV below the 2B1 state.11 However, calculations with even
larger basis sets support the earlier findings of the 2B1 state
lying adiabatically below the 2B2/2B3g state. The highest-level
computational study to date8 reports CCSD(T)/6-311þG(3df)

T

he carbon disulfide dimer anion represents a prototypical system to study the influence of solvation on
electronic structure. The monomer unit CS2, widely
used in organic synthesis, is isovalent with CO2 but exhibits
quite different properties, for example, a three times higher
polarizability and a positive electron affinity. (CS2)n- as well as
(CO2)n- clusters have served as fruitful model systems to study
the size dependence of solvent-mediated structural deformation as well as charge delocalization processes.1-5 Several
experimental studies on the dimer anion, (CS2)2-, have confirmed the presence of multiple isomers, whose relative
abundance depends on the ion production conditions.3,4,6-10
To characterize the structure and stability of the different
isomeric forms of (CS2)2-, we have measured temperaturedependent vibrational spectra of (CS2)2- thermalized in a
buffer gas filled, temperature-controllable ion trap. The results provide compelling spectroscopic evidence for the thermally induced conversion of the weakly bound ion-molecule
complex, CS2 3 CS2-, via an intermediate complex, to covalently bound C2S4-.
The structure of (CS2)2- has long been controversial. It
is typically formed via electron attachment to neutral (CS2)n
clusters in a supersonic expansion. Anion photoelectron
spectra by Bowen and co-workers6 revealed a weakly bound
CS2 3 CS2- complex with a solvation energy (with respect to
CS2-) of 0.18 eV, while equilibrium measurements10 at
elevated temperatures yielded evidence for a covalently
bound species (D0 = 0.95 eV). Several later studies3,4,7-9 confirmed the presence of multiple isomers. Photodissociation
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Table 1. Experimental IRMPD Band Positions νexp (in cm-1) and
Assignments Compared to the Calculated CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ
and CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ Vibrational Frequencies νharm (in cm-1)a
band

νexp

I1

1475

I2
I3

1212
630

II1

state
2 0

A

νharmb

mode

1486

CS2 antisym. stretch

A
2 0
A

1169
628

CS2- antisym. stretch
sym. stretch out-of-phase

1157

2

1102 (1133)

antisym. stretch

III1

1283

2

1366 (1362)

C-C stretch

III2

1047

2

1058 (1069)

antisym. stretch out-of-phase

III3

837

2

870 (878)

antisym. stretch in-phase

IV1

955

2

985 (991)

antisym. stretch in-phase

2 0

A1
B1
B1
B1
B2

a

See Supporting Information for computational details. b CCSD(T)/
aug-cc-pVTZ results are in parentheses.

the time required to change the trap temperature is much
longer than the ion trapping time in the present experiment.
We can therefore only study samples at a specific temperature,
in contrast to running temperature cycles during a single
trapping cycle. Summarizing, the IRMPD spectra in Figure 1
show evidence for at least three absorbing species I, II, and III,
each with a unique IR signature and temperature dependence.
For species I, bands I1 and I2 lie in between the frequencies
of the antisymmetric stretch of CS2 (1530 cm-1)15 and CS2(1160 cm-1),16 making an assignment of I to the weakly bound
CS2 3 CS2- isomer reasonable. The previous IRPD spectrum
of (CS2)3-, which has a CS2- core solvated by two neutral
CS2 molecules, showed vibrational frequencies of 1530 and
1215 cm-1,5 similar to I1 and I2.
To aid our interpretation, we carried out electronic structure calculations using MOLPRO 0617 and Gaussian 0318 (see
Supporting Information for details of the electronic structure
methods employed in the present study). Optimized geometries and vibrational frequencies were determined up to the
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. The CCSD(T)/aug-ccpVTZ-optimized geometries along with the electronic state
assignments and relative energies for the five lowest-energy
(CS2)2- isomers are shown in Figure 2. The complete list of
optimized geometries is given in the Supporting Information.
Also shown in Figure 2 are the simulated IR spectra for the
different isomers derived from unscaled harmonic CCSD(T)/
aug-cc-pVDZ frequencies and CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ intensities.
In agreement with the previous CCSD(T) calculations,8 we
identify a four-membered ring C2v symmetry structure (2B1)
as the ground state of (CS2)2-. The 2B2 state is found to
be 0.11 eV higher in energy (adiabatically). The previously
reported D2h and D2d structures (2B2g and 2A1, respectively)
are 0.49 and 0.71 eV, respectively, above the 2B1 state.
The three absorption features of species I are satisfactorily
reproduced by the simulated IR spectrum of the weakly bound
ion-molecule complex of Cs symmetry (see Figure 3), supporting our assignment of these bands. In addition, this isomer
exhibits a low-frequency in-plane librational mode (16 cm-1)
that can account for the observed vibrational substructure.
Species II is characterized by a single, strong absorption band
II1, suggesting a structure of higher symmetry. Comparing the
II1 position to theoretical results, the D2d isomer gives the best
agreement. This isomer is predicted to be nearly isoenergetic

Figure 1. IRMPD spectra of mass-selected, buffer gas cooled
(CS2)2- ions recorded with trap temperatures of 16, 100, 200,
and 300 K and monitoring the CS2- fragment ion peak. The
spectra are normalized with respect to parent ion intensity. The
features are labeled with Roman numerals I-IV, based on their
appearance in the IRMPD spectra.

energies and predicts that the 2B1 state lies 0.11 eV below the
2
B2/2B3g state.
Herein, we present infrared multiple photon dissociation
(IRMPD) spectra13,14 of thermalized (CS2)2- ions in the temperature range from 16 to 300 K. The IRMPD spectra were
measured from 550 to 1750 cm-1, covering the region of
the IR-active stretching vibrations of weakly and covalently
bound (CS2)2- isomers. The parent ion yield (prior to photodissociation) remains nearly constant over the complete temperature range. The only observed photofragment ion is CS2-.
The spectra recorded with ion trap temperatures of 16, 100,
200, and 300 K are shown in Figure 1, and the bands are
summarized in Table 1. In addition to the photofragments, we
observed photoinduced electron emission below 200 K. The
spectral features of the electron emission spectrum are comparable to those found when monitoring the CS2- fragment ion.
The IRMPD spectrum of (CS2)2- measured at the lowest
ion trap temperature studied (16 K) shows three main
features labeled I1-3. Each of these features exhibits vibrational substructure, suggesting the excitation of combinations
bands involving a very low frequency mode (∼15 cm-1). At
100 K, a new feature II1 appears slightly to the red (-30 cm-1)
of the I2 band. At 200 K, feature II1 retains its approximate
absolute intensity compared to the 100 K spectrum, while the
I band's intensity decreases by roughly 80%. A set of four
new features (III1-3 and IV1) are observed between 800 and
1350 cm-1. These features increase in relative intensity at
300 K, and III2 becomes the most intense peak. Unfortunately,
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Figure 2. Optimized geometries, energies, and simulated linear
absorption IR spectra of the five lowest-energy isomers of (CS2)2-,
corresponding to the (from top to bottom) 2A1, 2A0 , 2B2g, 2B2, and
2
B1 states. The CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ energies were calculated at
the respective optimized geometries. The simulated spectra are
derived from (unscaled) CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ harmonic frequencies and CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ intensities, convoluted by a Gaussian
line function with a fwhm width of 25 cm-1.

Figure 3. Experimental IRMPD difference spectra of (CS2)2- ions
obtained by scaling and subtracting the corresponding IRMPD
spectra shown in Figure 1. The difference spectra are compared to
simulated linear absorption IR spectra of the 2A0 , 2A1, 2B1, and 2B2
states from Figure 2.

with the Cs structure and to exhibit its strongest absorption
slightly below (-55 cm-1) the I2 band, in reasonable agreement with the experimental observation (-30 cm-1). In
contrast to the Cs structure, in which the charge is localized
predominantly on a bent CS2- core, in the D2d isomer, the
charge is equally shared between the two CS2 moieties.
The low absolute signal intensity associated with species III
(note the different vertical scales for the 16 and 300 K spectra
in Figure 1) implies that this species exhibits a smaller
absorption cross section, less efficient internal vibrational
energy redistribution, and/or requires more photons for dissociation, the latter suggesting a more strongly bound isomer.
Of the three candidates, C2v(2B1), C2v(2B2), and D2h(2B2g),
only the first yields a simulated IR spectrum that closely
matches the positions of the three absorption bands III1-3
(see Figures 1-3). The dissociation energy of the C2v(2B1)
isomer, 0.95 eV,10 is roughly five times larger than that of the Cs
isomer (2A0 ). In combination with the smaller IR intensities
predicted for the C2v(2B1) structure (see Figure 2), this satisfactorily accounts for the lower absolute signal intensity of the
III bands. The relative intensities of peaks III2 and III3 are
reversed in the simulated spectrum for the C2v(2B1) isomer
(Figure 3) and may be attributed to the multiple photon
absorption mechanism.13
Previous studies also found evidence for the C2v(2B2)
isomer in the anion photoelectron spectra.8 In the present
work, we observe a weak but distinct absorption feature at
951 cm-1 (IV1) in the IRMPD spectra at 200 and 300 K. Band
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IV1 cannot be assigned to a fundamental transition of species
I, II, or III. We tentatively assign it to the most intense IR-active
mode of the C2v(2B2) isomer, whose spectrum is shown by the
blue trace in Figure 3.
In summary, the three main absorbing species I, II, and III
are assigned to the Cs(2A0 ), D2d(2A1), and C2v(2B1) isomers of
(CS2)2-. This suggests the isomerization mechanism shown
in Figure 4. Consistent with previous studies, the weakly
bound CS2 3 CS2- complex is mainly produced in the supersonic expansion and injected into the ion trap. At the low ion
trap temperatures (16 K), this complex (I) is stable and
predominantly present. The Cs potential minimum is separated from the nearly isoenergetic D2d state by a small barrier.
At temperatures of 100 K, sufficient internal energy (g0.1 eV)
is present to overcome this barrier. During the 199 ms
trapping period, the ions equilibrate and efficiently transfer
population from the initial Cs isomer to the D2d isomer (II).
Heating above 100 K gives access to isomer III (and IV) via
internal conversion.12 Subsequent collisions remove excess
energy, leaving a covalently bound anion which cannot convert back to II (or I). The loss of I and II isomers to III is reflected
in the temperature-dependent IR spectra by a corresponding
decrease in the relative signal intensity.
The present results demonstrate how vibrational spectroscopy can be used to track a thermally induced intramolecular reaction from the entrance channel complex to
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Figure 4. Proposed mechanism for isomer conversion of (CS2)2- anions (see text). Species I (2A0 ) is mainly produced in the supersonic
expansion and accumulated in the ion trap. At 16 K, the internal energy of species I is too small to overcome the isomerization barrier
leading to species II (2A1). At 100 K, species I and II are in equilibrium. At 200 K, species II is transformed via internal conversion to species III
(2B1) and IV (2B2).

a covalently bound product in order to ultimately gain a
better understanding of the influence of long-range dispersion forces on molecular reactions dynamics.19-21 The
(CS2)2- system is particularly intriguing in that the barrier
toward isomerization lies below the energy of the reactants,
and thus, it represents an interesting model system for timeresolved studies aimed at unraveling the dynamics of internal conversion.

This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://
pubs.acs.org.
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The IRMPD experiments are carried out using an ion
trap/tandem mass spectrometer,22,23 temporarily installed
at the Free Electron Laser for Infrared eXperiments (FELIX)
facility24 at the FOM Institute Rijnhuizen (The Netherlands).
(CS2)2- anions are formed by secondary electron attachment in a supersonic expansion of CS2 vapor with Ar carrier
gas at a backing pressure of ∼8 bar, which is crossed with
high-energy electrons (1 keV). Anions are mass-selected by
a quadrupole mass filter, deflected by 90°, and focused into
a ring electrode ion trap filled with He buffer gas held at
constant temperatures of 16, 100, 200, or 300 K. Collisions
with He atoms thermalize the anions, which are accumulated in the trap for 199 ms and then extracted into the timeof-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer, where they interact with
FELIX radiation prior to application of high-voltage pulses
on the TOF electrodes. A mass spectrum is measured for
each laser shot. IR spectra are recorded by scanning the
laser wavelength and summing 15-25 mass spectra for
each wavelength step. Fragment yields are reported as
fractional intensities relative to the parent ion signal. The
laser is operated from 500 to 1750 cm-1 with a bandwidth
of 0.25% rms of the central wavelength and average power
of ∼15 mJ/pulse.
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